Making Mohak Sharif Greener

On Sunday, 24th June, Mrs. Anjum Pervez, Landscape designer and horticulturist donated and supervised the planting of 12 grown Neem trees at Mohak Sharif. The 8’-10’ Neem saplings have been planted around the village square where various structures for sustainable construction training have been constructed. The choice of Neem for plantation is good since it is an effective insect repellent and anti-septic that will help with pest control in the village. The trees have been strategically placed to enhance the setting of the square and to provide future needs of shade for various village activities. HF’s Chairperson and CEO Ar. Yasmeen Lari, expressed her gratitude to Mrs. Pervez for her contribution in driving Mohak Sharif towards its goal of a sustainable eco- Village.